MAIL TO MOTHER’S INTERNATIONAL
SCHOOL CLASS XII-D GROUP

From: Satyajit Bhattacharya ¡nekrophilus@rediffmail.com¿
Subject: [mis 12d] hello
To: mis 12d@yahoogroups.com
Date: Sunday, July 24, 2005, 3:30 PM

Hello, all.
I guess this is somewhat overdue. No real reason for my online absence of late... if you can call it that, considering that
I have been reading all the group mails. As I’ve said before,
procrastination is incredibly addictive, and laziness is a potent
seed. So I have all these mails in my inbox (besides the stupid
forwards and the spam, that is), that I need to reply to, but
can’t decide which one to answer first. As a result I don’t
reply to any one of them. I have a similar situation on the
academic front, with over a dozen back papers... Well I gotta
start somewhere, I guess, so here’s all the latest news from
this quaint little Haryanavi village I live in, called Gurgaon.
To keep my ass from sending out roots into my bedroom floor,
I joined this call centre called (unfortunately) Hero ITES,
around the 20th of June. As a result, I spend my nights talking
to irate Americans, and my days tossing and turning through
night(?)mares about irate Americans. My brain feels like it’s
shrink wrapped... believe me, a call centre isn’t exactly an intellectual goldmine. Anyway, at the end of this month I plan
to quit this job... and maybe take up another at a better call
centre. The rationale behind that is that the training period
in most call centres is when you get paid to do nothing, as
opposed to right now where I have to take calls for eight
hours a night. But that’s still tentative... as of now I’m leaning towards maybe concentrating more on the supplees that I
have to clear, which is something I’ll be doing anyway by the
end of next month (that is, quitting the BPO industry alto-
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gether). Once I get my salary at the end of this month and go
buy some badly needed equipment for my old beat-up guitar, I
really wouldn’t have much use for pocket money... although
I might feel differently later. Whatever, I still have a week
to think about that, so I’m gonna put that off like everything
else. In the meantime, if Pundu or Tomar want to apply for
a Chase credit card, they might just hear a familiar voice on
the other end of the toll-free line.
Besides that, life is pretty much stagnant. I do other stuff,
but only in little snatches... read a few pages of a novel, flip
morosely through Sedra and Smith, strum my guitar, listen to
the Beatles, read my mail. And it’s really something to see
the increase in traffic on mis 12d... kudos to Venu for starting
the Linux discussion. We’ve talked about that earlier, when
you were training at Quasar, so you probably know that I am
something of a passive supporter of the FLOSS movement. I
do agree with Nikit (to an extent) about the mob mentality
phenomenon... there are indeed a lot of wannabes who extol
the virtues of Linux without ever looking beyond KDE. That
having been said, you can’t judge a phenomenon by its fan following... spend a few days/weeks just looking around in Linux,
without necessarily trying to be productive, and you’ll see the
beauty of it... limitless possibilities. I remember how incredible
it felt when I got my “Windows-only” PCI modem to work on
RedHat 7.0... just because someone else with the same problem
had taken it upon himself to write a device driver. That is the
point behind the cult status that Linux has, as opposed to Microsoft’s marketing showcases. Free software isn’t about an
alternative to piracy, it’s about continuous improvement, free
from the shackles of corporate red-tapism. When it comes to
desktop productivity, I guess it’s all about individual choice...
I mean, if you are a MATLAB user, for example, chances are
you wouldn’t want to switch to the GNU platform and look
for open-source alternatives, though if you did, you’d probably find them. Everything, more or less, has been ported from
one platform to the other. On the other hand, at an enterprise level, Linux will leave Microsoft far behind, and in fact,
has already managed to do that to a large extent, even in
India. Incidentally, I currently run only Windows 98 on a PII/350/32 MB/4 GB, since I do little more than listen to music
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or check mail. By the way, if you’re still trying to remove
Linux, you don’t really need Partition Magic. Just use fdisk
(from your windows partition)... but be careful.
I should be wrapping this mammoth up reasonably soon. Venu,
you got the birthdays reasonably right, except for Nikit’s
”jaali janamdin” - that’s 18th August, same day as mine. I met
Nikit a coupe of times... should meet again, it’s just that the
rain pisses me off. I hate the monsoon season. People further
down south, I hope you don’t feel the same way, coz you must
be getting drenched in rain right about now.

Till later,
Satya

PS: BTW Venu, my mom keeps asking me about how/what the
rest of your family is doing, and I hate to admit it but I haven’t
a clue... some help, please?
PPS: Purki, if you’re reading this, it might be time for your
bi-annual communique to your school friends. What say?
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